food beads - ham

Ham‘n Eggs 
1. This is what you need: one rod Effetre
dark red or maroon, one rod Eff. Pastel
Rose, one stringer Eff. White and some
Frit in rose shades - 104 or 94 COE.
(you will not reduce the frit, so I hope it
is no problem to use it for BOC.)
2. Start with a donut shaped bead and
flatten on one side. (not too much, see
info below!)
3. Add a fat dot of Pastel Rose on the flat
side and spread it to nearly the size of
the flat surface.
4. Heat just the surface of the Rose
and dip in frit. Melt in and let the frit
spread a bit.
5. Add a big dot of maroon at the rear,
melt smooth (no seal line visible) and
pull it a bit to a rounded point.
6. For the bone, add one white dot, melt
half way in and add two smaller white
dots sideways - that‘s it!
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Varieties:
You can use the same shape for chicken
legs - just take a lighter maroon. The cut
side is smaller and a bit more towards the
side, and you can use fine brownish frit
for the seasoning.

sunny side up!
Eggs are a easy task - just make a random white bead, press it flat and for the
yellow yolk add a big dot on one side and
melt it in halfway. Voilà!
!!!
Be careful to leave enough glass on the
mandrel - thumb rule is as much glass as
the mandrels size on each side.
!!!
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